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eko-STEAM: Ice Age Life

Wooly mammoths , fossils, and glaciers. Our ancestors evolving to spread across the planet.
Step into a learning time machine as we explore Ice Age Life!!
We’ll spend time exploring the wonders of the last ice age, ending only about 11,700 years ago.
Our voyage will take us across the climate and geography of our past and connect to current
artic tundra biome in comparison. Glaciation, massive mammals, and human ingenuity and
expression at our fingertips.
In our eko-STEAM Ice Age Life, we’ll spend time learning about the way our world was as our
ancestors spread out to become one of the most successful species in the history of the planet.
We will dive into traits possessed by our prehistoric cousins, the wooly rhinoceros, the wooly
mammoth, and the glyptodon. We’ll understand how predators of the age survived using
fascinating adaptations such as massive canine teeth. Our cousins, the Neanderthals, meet us
along the way as we examine primitive hominin adaptations such as intellect and
communication and we’ll begin to contemplate how our species survived in such harsh ice age
climates through harnessing fire and building shelters. We will finish with an exploration of
ancient art when we paint our own “cave” painting about one of our favorite animals!
This is a virtual version of Lesson 2 of our full, nature-based eko-STEAM Building Bridges Middle
Childhood curriculum currently in development. This virtual lesson connects to our Lesson 3Ice Age Villages, which focuses on making a model of an ice age, human settlement.
eko-STEAM Ice Age Life delves deeply into Next Generation Science Standards through an
exploration of our natural world, the fauna that inhabits it, and the interactions between life
and earth. We’ll take a journey across climate and habitat and discuss our own traits and
behaviors that help us survive.
This exciting journey will have the students use a variety of tools to explore:
•
•
•
•
•

FREE Downloadable Project Imo eko-STEAM: Ice Age Life Workbook
FREE Downloadable Project Imo eko-STEAM: Bridges I Have Built Journal
Group discussion
Access to Stone Age Man YouTube: “Arctic Tundra Biome- The search for permafrost” by
Emmy winning documentary maker and television hosts, our friends Rob Nelson and
Jonas Stenstrom. https://youtu.be/IFOP14Oxa0E
Access to The Wild Classroom Arctic Tundra Biome
https://thewildclassroom.com/biomes/artictundra-2/

Student will need some form of creative supplies to make a cave painting of one of their
favorite animals.
•
•

Rocks. Yep, rocks. Learners will need 1 or two rocks (or pieces of cardboard or craft
paper we’ll cut to look like rocks).
Craft paint in assorted colors.
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Paint brushes.
Cup of water to rinse brushes and something to protect the surface under their painting
area.

Learners will also need access to Zoom; a printer, paper, and writing implement if using
workbooks; ability to link to supporting YouTube videos; a notebook; a camera and microphone
for group discussion is encouraged. Our Project Imo facilitators will moderate chat content for
learners not using cam & mic so everyone can lend their voice to the discussion.
Preview Rob and Jonas’ amazing Stone Age Man educational content here:
https://youtu.be/IFOP14Oxa0E
Come take the journey with us. See you in class!
______________________________________________________________________________
Next Generation Science Standards
NGSS 3-LS4-1: Analyze and interpret data from fossils to provide evidence of the
organisms and the environments in which they lived long ago
• NGSS 3-LS3-2. Students will use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be
influenced by the environment.
• NGSS 3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in
characteristics among individuals of the same species may provide advantages in
surviving, finding mates, and reproducing.
• NGSS 3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some
organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.
______________________________________________________________________________
•

Student Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Students will compare ice age climate with modern climate.
Students will identify a risk of rapid warming in modern arctic tundra biomes.
Students will understand how ice age animal traits helped them survive.
Students will understand basic human evolution as a series of traits and behaviors and
be able to correlate this to animal evolution.
5. Students will visualize how common objects around them could have been used by
primitive humans to survive and express themselves creatively.
6. Students will create a short story about an animal using methods similar to those of ice
ace ancestors.
______________________________________________________________________________
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Essential Questions
How was the world climate different during the last ice age?
What kind of animals survived in the ice age? Why?
What traits do humans have that help us survive?
How do human group behaviors like cooperation help us survive?
How would humans have adapted behaviorally to survive in the ice age?
How did early humans create art to express story?
How could we tell a story in a similar way?
______________________________________________________________________________
Introduction!
Activity 1- Ice Age Climate and Modern Challenges
•
•

We’ll begin exploring the differences between Earth in the last ice age and today as we
compare temperature, glaciation in our “Ice Age Life Workbook” (p.1)
We’ll learn about permafrost and the dangers of rapid global rewarming when we go
over to YouTube and watch “Arctic Tundra Biome- The search for permafrost” by Rob
Nelson and Jonas Stenstrom. https://youtu.be/IFOP14Oxa0E

Activity 2- Ice age Mammals
•
•
•

We’ll continue with our Ice Age Life workbooks an understand some of the adaptations
of the megafauna that existed in the ice age (p. 2-3).
We will use our “Bridges I Have Built Journal” to write down the name of our favorite of
these: wooly rhino, wooly mammoth, glyptodon, Smilodon, or short-faced bear.
We will write down what we think that mammal ate and what the biome it lived in
might have looked like.

Activity 3- Ancient Ancestors (workbook p 4-5)
•

•

We will explore our ancient hominin ancestors including Australopithecus afarensis, and
Neanderthals as we develop an understanding of how primitive human ancestors may
have made tools from sharpened stone to adapt. Then we’ll consider how we use tools
in our modern world in similar ways.
Our next investigation will set the stage for Lesson 3- Ice Age Villages. We will consider
what type of materials primitive people may have used to build shelters to keep them
out of the weather and why harnessing fire was such a critical development in our
evolution.
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Our exploration of life continues as we compare photographs of fossil evidence from
images of the lifeform they represent. Learners will engage in critical assessment of
fossil evidence as they make conclusions and present arguments for their choices to the
group. (workbook p. 6)

Activity 4- Ancient Art (workbook p 7-8)
We will develop a list of items that primitive humans may have used to make red paint.
We will investigate an image of a cave painting from 10,000BCE and make an argument
about what we believe the story is the artist(s) were telling.
• We will assess pictures of ancient necklaces and consider how we could make our own
using common household items.
• We will refer back to our “Bridges I Have Built Journal” and the animal we selected
earlier. We will take a few minutes to sketch out a primitive image of this animal and
the biome in which it would have lived.
• We will then paint this image onto a rock or a piece of cardboard we cut out to look like
a rock.
• We will share our amazing cave art with the group and tell the stories of our animals.
_____________________________________________________________________________
•
•

Reflection
Independent Reflection
Using page 8 of our Ice Age Life workbook, we will reflect upon:
•
•
•

two things we learned about ice age climate,
two things we learned about ice age animal traits,
and build a list of things ancient humans did to keep themselves warm

Building Bridges 3

an eko-STEAM Learning Journey

Ice Age Life

Unit 1 Learning & & Adapting Workbook

Name:
Settlement: Outschool eko-Rangers
Fauna de la Edad del Hielo por Mauricio Antón, 2008

WHAT IS AN ICE AGE?
An ICE AGE is a long period of time
where temperatures across the globe
are much colder. Large areas of land
are covered by GLACIERS. Glaciers are
large slowly moving bodies of ice. These
are formed by lots of hard packed snow
on moutains or near the north or south
pole.
Glaciers totally reshape the landscape as they move. They pick up tons of rocks and soil and even
erode entire hills. There have been about a dozen major periods of glaciation (glay-see-a-shun)
over the past 1 million years. The last ice age ended only about 11,700 years ago. This is not
a very long time in the history of the earth. We are now in a period scientists call the Holocene
epoch (hal-eh-seen eh-pock). We are now in a time between glacier periods.
ICE AGE CLIMATE
During the last ice age, average
temperatures across the planet
earth were only 10 degrees
farenheit (-12 celsius). That is
REALLY cold. Animals, including
humans, that lived during the ice
age needed to be well adapted
Perito Moreno Glacier in Argentina, Nelson Hinds to the cold environment.Glacial
periods are also usually drier and dustier than our climate now so there would be lots of grasses
and sedges (glasslike plants) but fewer trees in many places.
ICE AGE GEOGRAPHY
The glaciers of the last ice age covered much of the northern part of
our planet. This picture, from Encyclopedia Brittanica in 1911, shows
how far glaciers traveled from the poles.Even if the rest of the world,
wasn’t covered by glaciers, it was still much colder than it is today.
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Ancient Animals
Like today, ice age animals were very diverse. Most animals
were herbivores, meaning they eat plants. Some were
onmivores, meaning they eat plants and animals. A few
species were carnivores, meaning they eat other animals.
‘Woolly Rhinocerous display, Weston Park
Museum, Sheffield, UK, 2011, photo by
Chemical Engineer. Wikimedia Commons.

This is a WOOLLY
RHINOCEROS (Coelodonta).
They are extinct but lived in what
is now Siberia. This species lived
from 1.8 million years ago to
about 10,000 years ago.

What traits does the woolly
rhinocerous have that would
help it survive in a cold
ice age and in general?
1_______________________
2_______________________
What trait does it have that
might be harmful if the climate
became too warm as the
glaciers melted?
1_______________________
Traits can be
both helpful
and harmful.

In any balanced ecosystem, there must be many animals that
are herbivores or omnivores and fewer that are predators.
This is a model of a
WOOLY MAMMOTH.
They lived until about
5,600 years ago.
Early humans hunted
the woolly mammoth
for food. We also
used its bones for
making tools, art, and
shelter.
‘Woolly Mammoth at the Royal BC Museum, Victoria, British
Columbia, 2008, photo by Tracy O, Wikimedia Commons.

Like it’s modern
relatives, African elephants, the woolly mammoth was HUGE!
They had several traits that helped them survive. They
STORED LOTS OF FAT for when food was in short supply.
They had THICK FUR to keep warm and protect them from
injury. They had a LONG TRUNK to reach food other animals
could not. They also had TUSKS which they could use
against predators.
This was a GLYPTODON. This animal
was the size of a CAR! It lived in South
America from 2 million years ago to about
10,000 years ago.

What defensive trait can you see on this
one? _____________________________
“Glyptodon. 2005. Pavel Riha. Wikimedia Commons.
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Ancient Animals
Some of the most recognizable ice age animals
are the SMILODON. People sometimes call it
a “saber-toothed tiger” but it really isn’t closely
related to modern cats. Smilodons lived in the
Americas between 2.5 million years ago (mya) and
10,000 years ago. It had very long canine teeth and
strong front limbs to hold food to the ground.
Do you think this animal was an herbivore or a
carnivore? ______________________________
Why? __________________________________
Would there have been more Smilodons or Glyptodons in an
ecosystem? ____________________________

Saber-Tooth Cat (Smilodon). 1909. Charles R.
Knight. Oil on canvas. American Museum of
Natural History.

Why? _________________________________
Here is a model of a
SHORT-FACED BEAR.
The artist put an outline of
a person so we can see
how large this bear was.
Like modern bears, they
were probably omnivores
and ate both plants and meat.

Short-faced bear-Arctodus simus. 2007.
Daniel Reed. Wikimedia Commons.

Why would it be helpful to eat both plants and meat?
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Homo sapiens neanderthalensis- Jager
(2008) Neanderthal Museum, Mettman.
Wikimedia Commons.

HOMININS
Like us, our cousins (like the
Neanderthals) and our ancestors
were omnivores. We ate mostly
plants but were skilled hunters
that ate meat.

Ice Age Origins
Unit 1 Learning & Adapting Workbook

Our human ancestors
Lucy

“Lucy” is what people call this
recreation of an early human
ancestor. The fossilized remains
of this female Australopithecus
afarensis are some of our oldest
relatives from 4-3 mya.1

You are a modern human.
Our species is called Homo
sapiens. We share a common
ancestor with Neanderthals,
Australopithecus afarensis, and
many other species of animals.
Our Tribe of relatives is called
HOMININS. This group even
Diverse people using smartphones. 2018.
includes chimpanzees, bonobos, Rawpixel Ltd. Wikimedia Commons.
and orangutans. We see evidence
of modern humans in Africa from about 315,000 years ago!1
Early Hominins first made simple tools about 2.6 mya. Some of
these were sharpened stones for cutting.
How could tools like these help us survive?
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

First Reproduction of Neanderthal Man. 1888.
Hermann Schaaffhausn. Wikimedia Commons.

NEANDERTHALS (Homo
neanderthalensis) are some of
our most recent relatives. They
lived until about 40,000 years
ago. They used tools, made
clothing and art, and made
simple boats.
Modern humans that lived back
then bred with neanderthals.
Some people today have
Neanderthal DNA!!!1

Sharpened stone
implement (1895-6). U.S.
Public Domain.

_____________________________________
What could you do with a tool like that?
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
What other tools would be useful in your settlement?
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Early Human Life
HUNTER-GATHERERS
Early humans were called hunter-gatherers. We were NOMADIC,
meaning we moved from place to place. We hunted wild animals
and gathered wild plants to eat. Because we had to hunt
migrating animals and find plants, we could not build year-round
settlements. Ancient hunter-gatherers
lived in natural places like caves and
later built temporary settlements.
As early as 380,000 years ago, humans
were building temporary huts! We used
stones, tree branches, bones and tusks,
and even earth to build shelter.

Seres humanos bailando, flotando y
nadando alrededor de unas bestias.
2014. Clemens Schmillen. Wikimedia
Commons.

HUGE
BRAINS!
Humans
developed
very large brains 800,000200,000 years ago. This
helped us interact with each
other, develop language, and
think of the world differently.
Our brain helps us learn and
plan!

This shelter is made from tree
branches.

This shelter is made from stacked
rocks.
What items are in your Settlement
that your group could use to make a
shelter?
1______________________________
Primitive Shelter. 2013. Waqas Ahmed.
Wikimedia Commons.

2______________________________
3______________________________
4______________________________
5_____________________________

Primitive Shelter at Chwarel Fawr. 2006.
Eric Jones. Wikimedia Commons.

Early humans first controlled fire
800,000 years ago!1
Campfires were (and are) a
place to socialize, find comfort,
and be warm.
What else do humans do with
fire? _____________________
_________________________

Exploring Fossils
FOSSIL CONNECTIONS
Since we can’t actually see what life was like in the last ice age,
scientists study what life leaves behind. Some of these remains are
called fossils. Thse are remains, impressions, or traces of an animal
or plant from long ago.

Try to match the fossil to the correct animal! 1____ 2____ 3____ 4____ 5____ 6____

1

2

A

B
C

3

4

D

5

6

E

F

Ancient Art
We can also learn a lot about our ancient ancestors by studying their culture. We have found
paintings in caves in many places across the world. These primitive pictures tell us a lot about life
back then.
This cave art shows a bull running. Notice the
paint is an orange-red color. Since ancient
humans didn’t have art stores, they had
to make their own paint.
What do you think they could use to
make red paint? ________________
Lubang Jeriji Saléh cave painting of Bull.
40,000 BCE. Public Domain.

This cave art from Algeria shows a human with
a spear, several giraffe, and an antelope.
What story do you think the artist was telling?
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Sahara Tassili cave paintings. 10,000
BCE. Public Domain.

_____________________________________

These artifacts are from a Neanderthal site in Croatia.
Archaologists believe the holes in the claws and
bones mean people put fiber hrough them to make a
necklace!
What kind of art do people wear in modern times?
________________________________________
How could you make a necklace with things from your
Settlement?
________________________________________
________________________________________

Neandertal Jewelry. Approx. 130,000
BCE. Photo 2015. Luka Mjeda.
Wikimedia Commons.

It’s a Wrap!!!!
What are 2 things you learned about ice age CLIMATE?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What are 2 things you learned about ice age animal TRAITS?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Fossil Connection Answer Key

How did humans who live in the last
ice age protect themselves from
the cold?

